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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

PUBLIC SUMMARY
- Mineral uneven surface aggravates conflict between depth-of-field (DOF) and resolution in microscopy imaging.
- DOF from low-resolution image is revealed as oracles for neutralizing impact of mineral inhomogeneous surface.
- Optically induced generative adversarial network (OIGAN) is proposed by integrating DOF information from minerals.
- OIGAN significantly improves the performance in microthermometry of fluid inclusions and mineral classification.
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One of the most fundamental experimental methods in geoscience is to observe minerals under high magnification objectives. However, uneven microsurfaces in thin sections occur due to the irregular constituent distribution and varying hardness of minerals in natural rocks. Consequently, the conflict between large depth-of-field (DOF) and high-resolution in microscopy imaging leads to random out-of-focus issues when observing thin sections with high resolution microscopy. Although existing super-resolution algorithms promise to improve visual performance, reconstructing images with both large DOF and high-resolution simultaneously remains challenging. We address this problem by guiding the networks with optical information. Utilizing DOF information from low-resolution data, we propose an optically induced generative adversarial network (OIGAN) to neutralize the impact through computational imaging. In OIGAN, optical DOF information from low-resolution data facilitates to achieve spatial-adaptive extended-DOF resolution enhancement imaging, without incorporating extended DOF high-resolution data for supervision. The approach, trained and evaluated on the dataset with 233,156 images (115,346 pairs of low- and high-resolution data), outperforms four comparison methods on various minerals and optical conditions, leading to at least 1.54dB increase on peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Specifically, OIGAN significantly improves the accuracy of fluid inclusion ice-melting temperature measurement, reducing mean error by 65%, and enhances mineral classification accuracy with 1.5%~15% increase. OIGAN offers an insight of integrating physical knowledge into neural networks, facilitating self-identification of minerals, automatic microthermometry of fluid inclusions and other geoscience tasks via microscopy.

INTRODUCTION

Observing thin sections with an objective lens of more than 50× magnification is a fundamental experimental method in geoscience.1,2 For example, observing the boundary and Becke lines in thin sections can help infer relative refractive index of minerals. Identifying out fluid inclusions and measuring the ice-melting temperature aid in mineralization analysis. To prepare thin sections, natural rocks are typically polished to around 0.03mm. However, uneven microsurfaces are inevitable in thin sections owing to irregular constituent spatial distribution and varying hardness of minerals. For example, of the three main components in granite, quartz has a hardness of 7, while mica has a hardness of 2~3. Diverse chemical composition and sophisticated changes in the chemical process of minerals also make the surface height variance random and unpredictable. Consequently, observing minerals in rock thin sections requires larger depth-of-field (DOF) comparing with biomedical samples that have even surfaces.

In the applications of mineral microscopy imaging, the ability of extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging is highly desired. However, there is a correlation between the minimum resolution distance Δr and DOF Δd of microscopes (See analysis in Methods of Supplementary Information):

$$\Delta d = \Delta r^2.$$ (1)

Therefore, the principle of microscopy imaging demonstrates that high magnification and extended DOF are inversely related. The uneven surfaces of thin sections further aggravate the conflict between DOF and resolution in mineral microscopy imaging. When observing thin sections with polarizing microscopes under high magnification objective lens, it is challenging to achieve microscopy imaging with high-resolution and clear focus in full field of view (FOV) simultaneously. Observations with high-resolution microscopes extremely suffer from random out-of-focus issues in FOV. The imaging process is presented in Figure 1A. Numerous important applications, including mineral identification, analysis of metallogenic conditions and microthermometry of fluid inclusion, are notably affected by this issue. Thus, an effective method to mitigate the conflict between large DOF and high-resolution in mineral microscopy imaging is essential to the analysis of microscopic structures and will open up possibilities for geological discoveries.

Numerous attempts have been made to extend either resolution or DOF in microscopy imaging, ranging from hardware implementations to software processing. For resolution enhancement, some super-resolution microscopy technologies have been proposed.13-16 Nonetheless, these methods usually require special fluorophores, optical modulation, and extensive computation of imaging data, making them time-consuming and limited to specific samples. Image super-resolution algorithms focus on image resolution enhancement using high-resolution data and corresponding synthesized low-resolution data pairs, with substantial efforts devoted to solving degradation between different resolutions.8,17 For DOF enhancement, some techniques achieve imaging with deeper DOF, such as super-high magnification lens zoom three-dimension microscopes with zoom optical system, which compose the content at different depths by moving specimen stage or objective lens in Z-axis. There are also some methods proposed to acquire extended DOF data in a single shot, such as by wavefront coding, phase masks and so on.10,16 In these cases, extra prior knowledge and development of imaging systems are necessary, such as point spread function, sophisticated mechanisms and optical setups. Refocusing methods primarily recover defocusing images by estimating degradation, requiring data from different axial locations.18,19 To summarize, many methods are designed to improve imaging performance in a single aspect, either resolution or DOF. But in mineral microscopy imaging, imaging quality is affected by both resolution and DOF. Hence, a computational imaging method to achieve both resolution and DOF enhancement fast and simultaneously has emerged from practical necessity in mineral microscopy imaging.

Deep learning has spread over diverse fields quickly in recent years and has been used to reconstruct high-quality data in computer vision tasks, such as image inpainting and super-resolution.19-24 Recently, deep learning methods have also been applied to microscopy imaging in fields such as biology, medicine, geoscience and so on.20,22-25 For instance, they have been applied for fluorescence microscopic image segmentation,26 atomic and mesoscopic image segmentation from electron and scanning probe microscopy,21 and three-dimension structures synthetization from two-dimension micrographs in material characterization.27 However, there have been no studies on parsing microscopy imaging problems caused by inho-
Impact of mineral inhomogeneous surface phenomena in minerals using deep learning approaches. On the one hand, mineral microscopic images have great randomness due to irregular constituent spatial distribution and varying hardness of minerals. On the other hand, mineral microscopy imaging under polarized light is complex and nonlinearly affected by the optical properties of minerals, such as birefringence. In neural networks, massive parameters, dense layers and nonlinear activation functions are helpful in addressing above mentioned problems. Therefore, a deep learning method could be well-suited to optimizing the quality of mineral microscopic images.

Figure 1. OIGAN utilizes optical DOF information to neutralize the impact of mineral inhomogeneous surface in mineral microscopy imaging. (A) The imaging process of minerals in thin sections. Minerals with varying hardness in thin sections are difficult to grind into a consistently smooth microsurface, as shown in the middle. According to the principle of microscopy imaging, images from high magnification objective lens are prone to regional focusing with low DOF, as shown on the right. While images from low magnification objective lens have all focusing performance, as shown on the left. (B) Overall structure of proposed OIGAN. With optical DOF paratactic maps, OIGAN balances the contradiction between DOF and resolution aggravated by rough surface in mineral microscopy imaging. (C) Apply OIGAN in microthermometry of fluid inclusions and mineral classification to improve accuracy.
Optically induced generative adversarial network (OIGAN)

To generate images in accordance with human perception, generative adversarial network (GAN)-based methods have played a role in single image super-resolution task recent years. Super-resolution GAN (SRGAN) first proposed GAN-based network to achieve 4 × photo-realistic super-resolution and a perceptual loss calculated on feature maps of VGG (Visual Geometry Group) network. To recover high-frequency edge details in remote sensing imaging, edge-enhancement GAN (EEGAN) proposed a two-serial-module GAN-based network. Ultradense subnetwork (UDSN) generated intermediate SR results with high resolution. Then Edge-enhancement subnetwork (EESN) enhanced edges of intermediate results by using Laplacian operator. To improve perceptual effects, SRGAN with Ranker (RankSRGAN) proposed a trainable siamese network – Ranker. It overcame the problem that most no-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) metrics are non-differentiable to be loss functions. Other CNN-based methods have also made efforts for image super-resolution. Hierarchical dense recursive network was proposed to acquire multi-scale features and reconstruct features by global fusion module. Multiscale deformable convolution alignment module was proposed to alleviate the information alignment difficulties. CycMuNet+ proposed a mutual learning strategy to improve performance by spatial-temporal correlations. Contrastive learning is utilized to learn the complicated degradations representations in embedding space and solve blind image super-resolution task. In this study, we propose a dual-branch GAN-based method to introduce DOF information and achieve human perceptual-adaptive extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging performance.

The conflict between microscopy resolution and DOF is significantly reflected in the inhomogeneous surface of thin sections, which affects the overall quality of mineral microscopic images. We found that the wonderful large DOF information of low-resolution images is the key to achieve resolution enhancement reconstruction with extended DOF, further optimizing the quality of imaging results and breaking the shackles between resolution and depth of field in microscopic imaging. To neutralize the impact of mineral inhomogeneous surface in mineral microscopy imaging, we proposed optically induced generative adversarial network (OIGAN). The network consists of a generator G and two discriminators Dlow, Dhigh, as shown in Figure 2A. The generator G contains dual branches to realize resolution enhancement reconstruction and extended DOF synchronously. Optical DOF information is introduced in generator G, discriminator Dhigh and loss function, without requirement of extended DOF high-resolution data for supervision. Comparing with original SRGAN, our method adds a new branch in generator and a discriminator for extended DOF. Comparing with EEGAN, our method uses a parallel two-branch generator but not serial to achieve extended DOF and resolution enhancement simultaneously. Comparing with RankSRGAN, our method employs a dual-branch architecture without weight sharing and incorporates DOF information in loss function to achieve high DOF performance.

Optical DOF information is integrated into the generator, discriminators and loss function of the OIGAN, which can achieve weak supervised learning only by high-magnification images with low DOF. Such optical DOF preservation and resolution enhancement similarity mutual learning structure allow OIGAN to turn fighting into ploughshares, with the ability to reconstruct mineral microscopic images with both large DOF and high resolution.

Constructing optical DOF paratactic map. The regions within the DOF of a mineral microscopic image have more details than the regions beyond. Through blurring filtering and difference calculation, these details can be extracted to record the DOF characteristics of different images. Therefore, we constructed the optical DOF paratactic map of microscopic image θ through guided filtering algorithm based on blurring difference as directed graph RFM. With \((x, y)\) represent position of the pixels, RFM is computed as:

\[
M(x, y) = I(x, y) \times f_\sigma,
\]

\[
RFM(x, y) = |I(x, y) - M(x, y)|,
\]

where \(f_\sigma\) represents the mean blur kernel and \(\times\) stands for convolution operation. Guided filtering not only has the advantages of effective edge preservation and non-iterative computation of bilateral filtering, but also reduces the computational complexity to \(O(1)\) order of magnitude. Set \(i\) to represent the position of a pixel, \(\omega_i\) to represent the local window, \(I, F, N, RFM\) to represent the input image, output image, noise, and guided map. The algorithm considers that a point on the function is a linear combination of adjacent points, thereby expressing a complex function through the average value of a series of local linear functions:

\[
F_i = a_i RFM + b_i, \forall i \in \omega_i,
\]

\[
F_i = I_i - N_i,
\]

where \(a_i, b_i\) are constant coefficients, and \(s\) is a regularization parameter. The guided filter optimization goal is to calculate appropriate parameters, reduce noise, and make the input image \(I\) closest to the output image \(F\). After derivation, the constant coefficient calculation formulas are as follows:

\[
a_i = \frac{\frac{1}{|\omega|} \sum_{j \in \omega} \left( RFM_{i, j} - \mu_{\omega_i} \right)}{\sigma_i^2 + \varepsilon},
\]

\[
b_i = \mu_{\omega_i} - a_i \mu_{\omega_i},
\]

where \(\mu_{\omega_i}\) and \(\sigma_i^2\) represent the mean and variance of RFM in window \(\omega_i\), \(\mu_{\omega_i}\) represents the mean of the input image \(I\) in window \(\omega_i\), \(\omega_i\) represents the total number of pixels. In order to avoid the multiple convolution computations in guided filtering algorithm from affecting the reconstruction of image edge, we reduced the kernel size to 3 and selected training images with a size of no less than 256 pixels. The optical DOF information is recorded in the paratactic map as tutor in the three basic building blocks of GAN (generator, discriminator and loss function).

Optically induced dual-branch generators connected via bidirectional biased fusion module (BBBFM). The generator has a parallel dual-branch
structure, including resolution raising branch and DOF estimation branch.

\[ I_{sr} = G(I_{lr}, C(I_{lr})) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

As the formula shows, the generator has two inputs. In resolution raising branch, the low-resolution image input is reconstructed into high-resolution image. Synchronously, the DOF estimation branch reconstruct the DOF under high magnification lens based on the optical DOF paratactic map belonging to low-resolution image. In order to effectively induce resolution enhance-

Figure 2. Optically induced generative adversarial network (A) Details of our proposed OIGAN. the low-resolution image and its optical DOF information permeate each other in the process of forward derivation, and further constrain each other in the backward propagation. (B) The features belong to each layer of the network before and after fusion by BBFM.
**ARTICLE**

The discriminator input with optical DOF parargetic map as template. SR image reconstructed through generative adversarial network has excellent visual perception, but may contain artifacts deviating from the real image due to the complex texture of thin sections, which are composed of cracks and various mineral components. Two discriminators of the network, \( D_{\text{foc}} \) and \( D_{\text{tex}} \), are used to suppress artifacts and produce more realistic textures. \( D_{\text{foc}} \) is used to determine the authenticity of the generated image. To suppress artifacts while extending the DOF of SR image, optical DOF template is added in front of the discriminator \( D_{\text{foc}} \) as:

\[
D_{\text{foc}}(I_{LR}, I_{HR}) \rightarrow D_{\text{foc}}(I_{LR}, T(C(I_{LR}), I_{HR}, T(C(I_{HR}))),
\]

(9)

where \( T \) is the threshold function. Template with large DOF information effectively ensure the reliability of the texture from generated extended DOF images. \( D_{\text{foc}} \) computes the gradient information through function \( A \):

\[
D_{\text{foc}}(A(I_{LR}), A(I_{HR})),
\]

(10)

which further improve the texture accuracy of the generated image.

**Loss function driven by large optical DOF characteristics.** The loss function of generator consists of three parts: optical DOF balanced loss function, SR constrained loss function and generative adversarial loss function. Therefore, loss function of the generative network \( loss_{\text{gen}} \) is defined as follows:

\[
loss_{\text{gen}} = loss_{\text{DOF}} + loss_{\text{SR}} + loss_{\text{GAN}}.
\]

(11)

Among them, the optical DOF balanced loss function is used to make the output of the reconstructed result closer to the input low-resolution image:

\[
loss_{\text{DOF}} = \beta_{1}loss_{\text{foc}} + \beta_{2}loss_{\text{focb}};
\]

\[
loss_{\text{foc}} = E_{I}[\|C(I_{LR}) - C(DS(G(I_{LR})))\|]; \quad (12)
\]

\[
loss_{\text{focb}} = E_{I}[\|C(I_{LR}) - DS(G(C(I_{LR})))\|];
\]

where \( \beta_{1}, \beta_{2} \) respectively represent resolution raising branch balance loss function and DOF estimation branch balance loss function. \( \beta_{1} = 0.05 \) and \( \beta_{2} = 0.005 \). \( G(I_{LR}), G(C(I_{LR})) \) are the outputs of two branches in OIGAN. DS is the down-sampling algorithm.

SR constrained loss function includes the pixel-level MSE loss function \( loss_{\text{pixel}} \) and perceptual loss function \( loss_{\text{per}} \), which are used to optimize the pixel-level realism and perceptual effect of the network respectively. \( loss_{\text{per}} \) measures the similarity by calculating MSE of the features extracted by trained VGG network \( \varphi \):

\[
loss_{\text{gen}} = \alpha_{1}loss_{\text{foc}} + \alpha_{2}loss_{\text{per}};
\]

\[
loss_{\text{foc}} = E_{I}[\|G(I_{LR}) - \varphi(I_{LR})\|];
\]

\[
loss_{\text{per}} = E_{I}[\|\varphi(G(I_{LR})) - \varphi(I_{LR})\|];
\]

(13)

where \( \alpha_{1}, \alpha_{2} \) are constant parameters with values 0.5 and 1.

Generative adversarial loss function includes the training interaction with the two discriminators:

\[
loss_{\text{adv}} = y_{1}loss_{\text{adv1}} + y_{2}loss_{\text{adv2}},
\]

(14)

where \( loss_{\text{adv1}} \) and \( loss_{\text{adv2}} \) are adversarial loss function with \( D_{\text{foc}} \) and \( D_{\text{tex}} \), respectively. \( y_{1} \) and \( y_{2} \) are 0.05 and 0.005.

Loss function of the discriminator network includes \( loss_{\text{DOF}} \) of the resolution enhancement reconstruction discriminator \( D_{\text{foc}} \) and \( loss_{\text{tex}} \) of the texture reconstruction discriminator \( D_{\text{tex}} \).

**RESULTS**

**Mineral microscopic image dataset**

We built a dataset consisting of different rocks, microscopy modes and different DOF for evaluating performance of extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging and generalization. The dataset contains 233,156 mineral microscopic images, which includes 115,346 aligned pairs of low- and high-resolution images. Low-resolution images with size of 128×128 pixels were acquired using a 5×/0.15-NA objective lens. High-resolution images with size of 512×512 pixels were acquired using a 20×/0.45-NA objective lens. Details about acquisition and quantitative information of the dataset are provided in Supplemental Information.

The whole dataset is divided into four parts according to different characteristics (Table S1, Figures S1 & S2). Dataset D is an all-focus dataset built for evaluating performance of extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging, constituted by cross-polarized images of marble. Each group of data in Dataset D contains three images: low-resolution (LR) microscopic image, high-resolution (HR) microscopic image with regional focus, and fused (FU) full-focus microscopic image. LR and HR images are used for training. FU images are only used for testing. Datasets B and C are built for evaluating generalization of microscopy modes, with paired LR and HR images. Dataset C is a plane-polarized light microscopic image dataset of olivine, constituted by images relatively single in color. Dataset B is a cross-polarized light microscopic image dataset of olivine, containing images with diverse and complex colors according to interference phenomenon produced by the birefringence property of minerals. Dataset A is built for evaluating generalization of different rocks, containing cross-polarized microscopic images from all three types of rocks (metamorphic rocks, sedimentary rocks and magmatic rocks).

**Evaluation metrics and comparison methods**

To effectively evaluate the performance of various methods, a series of credible image quality assessment measures were applied. Among them, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and root mean squared error (RMSE) are calculated based on mean squared error (MSE) between images and are sensitive to pixel-wise errors. Images with larger PSNR or smaller RMSE values are more similar to the reference images and with better quality. Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) fills the gap of perception similarity evaluation indicators which provides discrimination results close to human perception standards through big data-driven networks. Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) measures the similarity of two groups of images based on the statistical results of visual features. Perception index (PI) combines two no-reference image quality measures. Images with low LPIPS, FID and PI have good perceptual effects and quality. Deep-learning based methods (ESRGAN, USISGAN, DUSGAN and Beby-GAN) were used for comparison.

**Achieving high-quality extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging on mineral microscopic data**

Experiments on our constructed mineral datasets were conducted to evaluate the performance of SR methods by visual results, quantitative results, subjective survey, physical verification, geological benefits and interpretability analysis. HR data from Datasets A–C and FU data from Dataset D were used to test the extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging and generalization performance of methods for different microscopy modes and minerals.

**Visual results.** Figure 3A shows visual results of different methods on both cross-polarized light (left) and plane-polarized light (right). USISGAN and DUSGAN generate blurry visual results similar to LR images, which demonstrates that only utilizing high-frequency details to achieve unsupervised SR does not work well in mineral microscopy imaging. ESRGAN generates clear SR results but with bubble-like artifacts or color distortion. Beby-GAN shows good SR results similar to HR images by utilizing the best-buddy loss to relax the immutable one-to-one constraint. However, tessellated textures exist in SR results of Beby-GAN, and are more obvious under plane-polarized light. OIGAN keeps the authenticity of color well and has the clearest mineral textures on both cross-polarized light and plane-polarized light comparing with other methods. Meanwhile, more visual results of different minerals are shown in Figure S3. Mineral particle boundaries in thin sections, such as quartz and olivine, are clear to separate minerals easily. Cleaveage of mica, cracks of olivine, polysynthetic twin of plagioclase are clear to be identified. Further, the optical DOF feature maps of LR data, HR data and reconstructed results are shown below the corresponding microscopic images. From the
optical DOF feature maps, LR data has high attention values in the whole area, which shows good focus performance with large DOF. HR data has high attention values only in partial areas, which is limited by DOF. Results constructed by USISGAN and DUSGAN also have banded artifacts while results constructed by ESRGAN show a limited DOF. SR results of Beby-GAN under plane-polarize light have evenly distributed optical DOF feature maps but these calculated focused areas are from tessellated textures in the image, not mineral textures. The optical DOF feature maps of OIGAN are evenly distributed in the whole image comparing with HR images, which demonstrates the capability of extending DOF.

Visual results of Dataset D demonstrated in Figure S4 further evaluate the ability of OIGAN to construct resolution enhancement mineral microscopic images with large DOF. Experiments on Dataset D used HR images as weak-supervised labels in training, while FU images with large DOF were used as
In our comparison experiments, we further applied image sharpening algorithms through edge enhancement (High-Boost Filtering,\(^5\) Laplacian Filtering,\(^6\) and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)\(^{10}\)) to discern the differences between boundary enhancement and our method (Figure S5). While all three methods effectively enhance edges, the images generated using the High-Boost and Laplacian filter methods exhibit noticeable noise. The LoG method mitigates this issue by employing Gaussian filtering before applying the Laplacian filter, resulting in a sharpened image with superior visual effects. However, it is crucial to note that these methods primarily emphasize existing edges in low-resolution images. They fail short in producing fine and clear mineral textures and are unable to distinguish overlapping diffraction patterns in low-resolution images.

**Quantitative results.** Quantitative results are shown in Table 1. The values of metrics are mean values of the data in each dataset. On Dataset A, USISGAN and DUSGAN have poor perceptual performance with LPIPS and FID at least 36% lower than other methods. ESRGAN has good perceptual performance with the best FID 15.99, the second best LPIPS and PI, but performs poorly on PSNR and RMSE. Beby-GAN and OIGAN show excellent performance on both pixel and perceptual metrics. Our OIGAN has the best PSNR 19.25dB, which demonstrates generalization performance on different minerals. On Dataset B, all metrics keep similar values to Dataset A, because both datasets are acquired using cross-polarized light. OIGAN shows good performance on most metrics, at least 54% decrease on FID than other methods. On Dataset C, USISGAN and DUSGAN show significant reducing performance on perceptual metrics comparing with Dataset B (at least 10% increase on LPIPS and 47% increase on FID). PSNR of ESRGAN decreases about 0.5dB comparing with Dataset B. Beby-GAN and OIGAN perform stably under both plane-polarized light and cross-polarized light. Metrics have low fluctuations between Datasets B and C, which shows the adaptability of Beby-GAN and OIGAN for different polarization states. Experiments on Dataset D used FU images with large DOF as references. OIGAN achieves at least a 42% decrease on FID and 1.54dB increase on PSNR. PSNR (22.11dB) and RMSE (17.69) of OIGAN are the best compared with other methods, which shows good pixel-level similarity. Further, pixel-level metrics of OIGAN perform better on Dataset D than on other Datasets. PSNR of OIGAN increased 2.81dB on Dataset D comparing with the mean value of Datasets A–C (19.3dB), while PSNR of other methods decreased except Beby-GAN. PSNR of Beby-GAN increased 1.3dB on Dataset D, about 47% of OIGAN. RMSE of OIGAN decreased 24% on Dataset D comparing with the mean value of Datasets A–C (24.75), while RMSE of other methods increased except Beby-GAN. This phenomenon shows the capability of OIGAN for extending DOF, which demonstrates that OIGAN can neutralize the conflict between large DOF and high-resolution in mineral microscopy imaging by introducing DOF information. In general, from experiments on four parts of dataset, OIGAN maintains the best quantitative performance on pixel measures while achieving excellent perceptual measures, which demonstrates good generalization on different minerals with both cross-polarized and plane-polarized light.

**Subjective survey.** Given the limitations of current objective evaluation systems for mineral microscopy imaging, mainly in relation to sharpness, a subjective survey is necessary to validate the effectiveness of enhancement for mineral textures. The SR results obtained from different methods were randomized and sampled in pairs for comparison. Human participants were asked to choose which image is of high quality from each pair by a released
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As shown Figure 4A, the largest distinguishable set in LR image is G6E6 with 114 lp/mm. In SR and HR images, the largest distinguishable set is G7E6 with 228 lp/mm. The edges of the square on the USAF 1951 test target are used to calculate the PSF size (orange boxes in Figure 4B). The corresponding intensity distribution and intensity gradient are shown in Figure 4C. The intensity gradient of the square edge denotes the shape of the light spot. Therefore, the PSF could be estimated by fitting the standard deviation $\sigma$ in the Gaussian distribution. In order to reduce errors, the estimated PSF from four edges are averaged. For LR image, the mean spot size is 7.998 μm. For SR image, the mean spot size is 1.344 μm. For HR image, the mean spot size is 1.358μm. Results of test target physically verify the resolution enhancement capability of OIGAN. SR result of OIGAN keeps good image clarity and has similar PSF size with HR.

**Geological benefits.** OIGAN can effectively improve the observing and judging effects towards the morphological and optical features of minerals, including the ultra-fine morphology, cleavage, relief, extinction and interference, under both plane-polarized and cross-polarized lights. In Figure 5, six groups of mineral features are indicated by arrows in LR images (left) and SR results of OIGAN (right). As shown in Figure 5A, it is challenging to distinguish the number of inclusions in the LR images (indicated by blue arrows). However, by applying OIGAN, the phase boundaries are obviously sharpened to make the edge of each inclusion clearer (indicated by blue arrows in the right part), which is particularly useful in identifying small or tiny inclusions in minerals such as quartz. Moreover, OIGAN can also improve the contrast and recognition of transition colors of heterogeneous minerals, and thus helping to identify the characteristics of growth zones at different stages. As shown in Figure 5B, the color transition from light yellow to dark yellow is more distinctive (purple arrows from left to right). Similarly, in the right group of the second row, the transition from orange to brownish red is more apparent (purple arrows from left to right). In Figure 5C, the boundaries of different mineral phases are also easier to be identified after using OIGAN, such as garnet (pink arrows). The effectiveness of OIGAN is demonstrated in minerals with different sizes. Overall, OIGAN enables to solve the recognition problems of fine profiles and color features in LR images. These details can help to identify the subtle textural variations and deformational structures of rocks or minerals, which are essential for understanding their tectonic and metamorphic history, as well as interpreting the genetic mineralogy.

**Interpretability analysis.** The architecture of OIGAN and the features of software. The survey included 4,800 pairs of images and there were 24 human participants from Peking University and Beihang University. Each human participant compared 200 pairs. The comparison results were fitted using the Bradley-Terry model to obtain a true rating for each method. We verified the performance of all methods on plane-polarized light and cross-polarized light data. Subjective scores (denoted as S) are shown in Figure 3B. The subjective scores of OIGAN are substantially higher than the other methods, which is at least 66% better than other methods (the second best: ESRGAN on cross-polarized light data, 0.5992). Other methods suffer performance degradation on plane-polarized light data with a decrease of subjective scores, while OIGAN performs stably on both plane-polarized light and cross-polarized light data.

**Physical verification.** To physically verify the effective performance of the proposed OIGAN for resolution enhancement, we adopt the widely used USAF 1951 Test Target (THORLABS A10S1P) with line pairs to estimate the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the LR, SR and HR imaging systems (Figure 4A). The resolution is specified in line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm) by group number (G) and element number (E). The largest set of non-distinguishable horizontal and vertical lines determines the resolving power (R) of the imaging system. Based on USAF 1951 test target, knife-edge method is adopted for PSF estimation. Under the assumption that the distribution of PSF follows isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, the PSF size along one axis could be quickly estimated by fitting the standard deviation $\sigma$ in the Gaussian distribution. The spot size is its full width at half maximum (FWHW), which is the width from 12% to 88% of the cumulative distribution function and can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{FWHW} = 2\sqrt{2\ln2}\sigma \approx 2.355\sigma. \tag{15}
\]

As shown Figure 4A, the largest distinguishable set in LR image is G6E6 with 114 lp/mm. In SR and HR images, the largest distinguishable set is G7E6 with 228 lp/mm. The edges of the square on the USAF 1951 test target are used to calculate the PSF size (orange boxes in Figure 4B). The corresponding intensity distribution and intensity gradient are shown in Figure 4C. The green line is the curve of pixel value distribution. The red dots are gradient values and the blue line is the curve fitted by the Gaussian model.

**Discussion.** The proposed OIGAN for resolution enhancement, we adopt the widely used USAF 1951 test target, knife-edge method is adopted for PSF estimation. Under the assumption that the distribution of PSF follows isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, the PSF size along one axis could be quickly estimated by fitting the standard deviation $\sigma$ in the Gaussian distribution. The spot size is its full width at half maximum (FWHW), which is the width from 12% to 88% of the cumulative distribution function and can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{FWHW} = 2\sqrt{2\ln2}\sigma \approx 2.355\sigma. \tag{15}
\]
Making accurate ice-melting temperature measurement of fluid inclusions possible

To dig the potential application, OIGAN is applied on downstream tasks. Fluid inclusions in minerals consist of trapped gases, liquids or daughter crystal. Fluid inclusions provide indispensable information about geological processes, contributing to fundamental processes in geology, exploration for mineral deposits, gemology, analysis of air-inclusions in ice cores, petroleum exploration and so on. In microthermometric study of fluid inclusion, geologists record ice-melting temperature by observing the phase transition of the fluid inclusion during the freezing and heating process with plane-polarized light. Fluid inclusions tremble with temperature changing constantly, so observations suffer from out-of-focus with 50 or 100 objective lenses. It is hard to get precise ice-melting temperature with 0.1 centigrade margin of error by persistent dynamic observation. Therefore, results of OIGAN are adopted to achieve accurate ice-melting temperature measurement of fluid inclusions (Figure 6). Pipeline of fluid inclusion experiments is shown in Figure 6A (Details in Supplementary Information). Quantitative and visual results are shown in Figures 6B & C.

Comparing fluid inclusions in FOV (Figure 6C), it can be seen that fluid inclusions in SR data had clearer outlines. According to magnification images in the top right corner of each fluid inclusion, the edges of bubbles and ice cubes were significantly refined, which are key marks for measuring the ice-melting temperature of fluid inclusions. Microthermometric results of LR and SR data were analyzed quantitatively on variance, $\Delta T$ and RMSE, as shown in boxplots of Figure 6B. Variance represents the variance value of results from different participants on the same fluid inclusion. $\Delta T$ represents the difference between ground-truth of a fluid inclusion with mean value of results from different participants on the same fluid inclusion. RMSE represents the root mean square error of results from different participants on the same fluid inclusion. Comparing variance of observations on LR and SR data, the mean variance of SR (2.183) is 74% lower than mean variance of LR (8.286), which means more stable performance is offered on SR data. The variance

OIGAN belonging to each layer are shown in Figure 2A & B. Evolution of feature maps shows that the reconstruction of SR images by generator is a process of mutual learning between the upper and lower branches. DOF estimation branch with optical DOF paratactic maps as input provides the annotation of attention region for the resolution raising branch. Resolution raising branch with low-resolution images as input supplements the current image feature information for DOF estimation branch, so that the feature update of DOF estimation branch keeps up with the feature change of resolution raising branch. This mutual promotion mechanism enables the network to reconstruct images with high-resolution and large DOF characteristics simultaneously.

Figure 5. The mineral features of interest are indicated by arrows in LR images (left) and SR results of OIGAN (right) (A) Small inclusions are indicated by blue arrows. (B) Growth zones are indicated by purple arrows. (C) Mineral particle boundaries are indicated by pink arrows.
distribution on SR data is more centralized with a smaller box height, which demonstrates that the participants had similar judgments of ice-melting temperature on SR videos. Comparing with ground-truth, observations on SR data have lower mean values of $T$ and RMSE (0.489 and 0.802), which shows a 65% decrease with observations on LR data (1.416 and 2.28). The accuracy of ice-melting temperature measurement has been significantly improved by OIGAN. The experiment shows that average observation values of ice-melting temperature on SR data are closer to ground-truth values and more stable. Results generated by OIGAN help participants achieve great precision.

Promoting for high performance of mineral classification

Mineral identification and ore identification are the basic means of geological research. Meanwhile, achieving mineral classification automatically by algorithms is directly influenced by the imaging quality of mineral microscopy. Results of OIGAN are adopted to promote mineral classification on constructed mineral classification dataset with 1993 images (Figures 7 & S8). Pipeline of mineral classification experiments is shown in Figure 7A (Details in Supplementary Information). Quantitative and visual results are shown in Figures 7B & C.

As shown in Figure 7C, textures of minerals were clearer after SR. For example, impurities on the surface of quartz and feldspar become easier to be observed on SR data, which can effectively help distinguish quartz from feldspar. Calcite with two cleavages and plagioclase with polysynthetic twin have similar features to be identified. OIGAN helps to magnify details of minerals for a clearer classification. Figure 7B shows the classification accuracy of LR and SR data. With resolution enhancement, average classification accuracy has risen 5% on LeNet, 15% on ResNet18 and 1.5% on DenseNet. Notably, classification probability on SR data was more centralized than on LR data. Fewer outliers appeared in the results of SR data compared with LR data. Our experiments indicate that the proposed computational imaging technology is helpful for mineral identification and other applications.

DISCUSSION

Due to the uneven microsurfaces of thin sections and conflict between DOF and resolution of microscopes, region blurring phenomenon caused by low DOF is significant in high magnification images. To fill in the gaps of neutralizing the impact of inhomogeneous surfaces in mineral microscopy...
imaging, we revealed that optical DOF information from low-magnification lens is the oracle for extended DOF resolution enhancement imaging. Building upon this discovery, we integrated this physical knowledge into deep learning, presenting an optically induced generative adversarial network (OIGAN) to infer extended DOF resolution enhancement data by acquiring optical DOF information from LR mineral microscopic images.

Meanwhile, a large-scale mineral microscopy dataset comprising 233,156 images with 115,346 pairs of low- and high-resolution images was constructed for model training and evaluation. Also, some deep learning image super-resolution approaches were applied to evaluate the generaliz-

Figure 7. Mineral classification (A) Pipeline of mineral classification experiments. (B) Comparison of classification results. (C) Comparison of LR images and SR images on visual results.
ability and capability for capturing the patterns of complicated optical phenomena. OIGAN achieved the best performance on most metrics, which demonstrated our network is applicable to a wide range of minerals and optical conditions. More importantly, through experiments on Dataset D that are the closest to the real situation, OIGAN achieved the state-of-the-art performance, at least 42% decrease on FID and 1.54 dB increase on PSNR. Based on visual results, quantitative results, subjective survey, physical verification, geological benefits and interpretability analysis, the proposed OIGAN can achieve extended DOF and resolution enhancement simultaneously, which is beyond the capability of existing methods.

Specifically, different geologic cases (microtomometry of fluid inclusion and mineral classification) were tested, demonstrating the potential for assisting dynamic and static geoscience applications. The experiments shown that OIGAN can significantly improve the accuracy of fluid inclusion ice-melting temperature measurement with the mean error reducing 65% and assist mineral classification with 1.515 increase in accuracy. It is believed that the proposed deep learning method is helpful to promote the self-identification of minerals under the microscope, accurate statistics of mineral content, discrimination of mineral morphology and growth environment, automatic microthrommetry of fluid inclusions and so on. Moreover, OIGAN revealed an innovative way to design neural networks by integrating physical information from real-world. Also, it revealed the potential of computational imaging methods to overstep the limit of actual imaging system.
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